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Factoring with the “Ladder”
Adapted from numerous sources, by Nancy Paulson
What I call the “Ladder” model for factoring has been modeled from numerous
sources. The first place I came upon this strategy was at PurpleMath.com where it was
called “upside-down” division, which is a strategy that I believe stems from cultural
algorithms used in countries other than the United States of America. I have also seen it
called a “cake method” by Danika McKellar in her book Math Doesn’t Suck! In addition to
these sources, I have seen the strategy listed in some mathematics textbooks, though I
have concerns with these representations.
While I didn’t invent this strategy, with input from students and colleagues, I have
developed the strategy from Prime Factorization to Factoring Polynomials. I don’t see this
as another “trick” procedure in mathematics. It, like division, is based on an area model for
multiplying and factoring. It is strategy for the organization of factoring that I have found
to help students successfully decompose and compose numbers.
All of the uses for the “Ladder” build upon the method for finding the primefactorization of a number.

Using the Ladder for prime factorization:

express a number as a product of

prime factors

2
2
2

24

Student asks: will 2 go into 24?.... Yes.
 How many times?
Record 12 in the next rung

12

Then, how many 2’s are in 12?..... Yes.
 How many groups of 2?
Record 6 in the next rung

6

Then, will 2 go into 6?.... Yes
 How many twos are in 6? Record 3 in the next rung

3

Are all of the numbers on the outside of the ladder prime? Yes. Stop
factoring.
I have seen some ladder models that use a 1 in the bottom rung. I believe this
confuses students regarding whether or not 1 is a prime number so I have students
stop when there are no common factors other than 1.

So, the Prime Factorization of 24 is:

or written with exponents:

Factors are nicely and neatly the factors are lined up. I find that the ladder is more organized than the
traditional factor tree method, but you need to make the connection to the factor tree because students will
see it on state testing.

Factoring a Numerator and a Denominator for Simplifying
Fractions (finding the GCF and LCM)
The fraction to
simplify is:




24
36



Students make a “double Ladder” in order to factor out the common factor.
The definition I give for the greatest common factor between numbers is: A
number that has all of the factors for both of the numbers.
First Label the numerator and the denominator.
Student Asks:

N

D

2

24

36

Will 2 go into 24 and 36?..... Yes.
 How many times for each? Record

2

12

18

Will 2 go into 12 and 18?.... Yes.
 How many times for each? Record

3

6

9

2

3

Will 2 go into 6 and 9?…. No.
 Will 3 go into 6 and 9?…. Yes.
 How many times for each? Record
Are there any other common factors other than 1?... No. Stop factoring when
there are no more common prime or composite factors.

Using this strategy, students have extracted common factors which when multiplied together make
up the greatest common factor:
The greatest common factor between 24 and 36 is 12.
In using the ladder strategy, you pull out the common factors leaving the simplified fraction (numerator
and denominator) on the bottom rung of the ladder.

So,

Compare the simplicity of simplifying fractions using the ladder to one of
traditional textbook methods:

I tell students that “as they grow up in factoring” they can take out a larger factor if they can recognize it.
For example, on the first rung, if they saw that 6 was a factor of each number they could start with that
number. Then they would have to factor 4 and 6 on the next rung then continue factoring.

Further, from the ladder you can find the Greatest Common Factor GCF and the Least Common
Multiple LCM at the same time:

N

D

GCF is
(Notice how these factors run along the side of the ladder and when
multiplied, the result is the greatest common factor.)

2

24

36

2

12

18

LCM is
(Notice how these factors form the shape of an “L” (for Ladder) and when
multiplied, the result is the Least Common Multiple.)

3

6

9

2

3

Then use the LCM to rename the fractions and add them. The factors at the
bottom rung the factors to use to rename the fractions.

Multiplying and Factoring with an Area Model
Adapted from numerous sources, by Nancy Paulson
The area model is closely related to the Ladder model for factoring. You can factor a
polynomial using the Ladder. First, let’s look at multiplying numbers using an area model.

Using an Area Model with the
Distributive Property and Multiplication
The area model is a great tool for simple multiplication of double digits in the upper
grades. Students will develop a greater grasp of place value concepts. Later it is
very useful for multiplying fractions, and multiplying and factoring binomials.
The problem is 47  58

Students multiply like using a multiplication square
Then sum all the partial products

Double Digit
Multiplication

x

40

+7

50

2000

350

+8

320

56

Keep the plus signs with the
numbers because this will be
important with later concepts.

Tens times tens
2000
Tens times ones
350
Tens times ones
320
_Ones times Ones + 56
2726

Students may complain that this method is way too slow and for some it may be.
For others it may help multiplication make more sense. Again, you need to
remember that your goal is for them to practice the distributive property and
decompose and compose numbers.
Looking at a multiplication problem with the area model will help students when
estimating for division, and when evaluating the reasonableness of an answer when
problem solving.

Using an Area Model with the
Distributive Property and Multiplying Fractions
1
3

The problem is 3  6

1
2

Students will agree that

x

3

+

6

18

2

+

11

1
6

Concept:

Multiplication
of Fractions

2

Again, keep the plus signs with the

numbers because this will be
important with later concepts.

Using an Area Model for
multiplication of binomials and other polynomials.
After students have practice with double digit multiplication and the area model, it is easy for them
to see how to multiply binomials using an area Model.
Teachers and students will tell me, “This is just like F.O.I.L.,” (First, Outer, Inner,
Last). Yes, but it is more organized, can be used for multiplying trinomials, and
can be used in reverse for factoring polynomials.

Concept:

Multiplication
Of binomials

Multiply

 a  6   a  5

x
a

a
a2

+6
6a

+5

5a

30

This is when the importance of keeping the plus
signs becomes apparent.
Students combine like terms to form the equation:

a 2  11a  30

Multiply:

Concept:

Multiplication
Of trinomials

x

a2

5a

3

a

a3

5a 2

3a

6

6a 2

30a

18

Again, keeping the signs is important.
Students combine like terms to form
the equation:

Work Backwards to
Factor a Quadratic Equation using the area model.
Start with the Quadratic Equation which can be factored.
Since it is difficult to “roll” an equation which factors, I suggest that you pull these equations from your
textbook, using equations where A=1. Factor the following equation completely:

a 2  11a  30





Begin with an empty area model and fill in what you know.
2

Plug in the Ax2 term and the C term. (a and 30).
Next, students consider which two numbers will give them a
a2
product of 30 and a sum of 11.
30
Students determine that 5 and 6 when multiplied give a product of
30, and when added give a sum of 11, those are inserted into the “Bx”

squares with the variable.

a2



6a

 Next, beginning at the bottom
of each column, students work

5a
30
backwards up to determine the
a
greatest common factor between the terms. The GCF is inserted
at the top of the column.
+5
Repeat the process beginning at the end of each row. Find the
greatest common factor between each term. The GCF is inserted
at the front of the row. Be sure to think about positive and negative factors.

a

a2
5a

+6
6a
30

Work Backwards to
Factor a Quadratic Equation using the area model, when

As students progress, choose a Quadratic Equation, with the Ax2 term greater than one, which can be
factored from your textbook. For,

3a 2  2a  8

Factor the following equation completely:









Begin with an empty area model and fill in what you know.
2
Plug in the Ax2 term and the C term. (3a and -8).
Next, students consider which two numbers will give a product of
(24) ( A  C ) and a sum of 2.
Students determine that -4

and 6 when multiplied give a
give a sum of 2. These
4a
3a 2
squares with the variable.

6a



3a 2
8
product of -24, and when added
factors are inserted into the “Bx”

8

Next, beginning at the
bottom of each column, students
work backwards up to determine the greatest common factor between the terms. The GCF is inserted
at the top of the column.
Repeat the process beginning at the end of each row. Find the greatest

3a
common factor between each term. The GCF is inserted at the front of
4
the row. Be sure to think about positive and negative factors.
2

3a  2a  8
2

factored is

(a  2)(3a  4)

a 3a

4a

2 6a

8

Name: ________________________________

“Prime-Factorization Race”
Concept: Factoring using the distributive property and the Identity Property.
Goal: To have the most points after playing 10 rounds
Teams: 2 players vs. 2 players
Materials:

Decade die (00-90): represents the value in the ten’s place 00= 100

Ten sided ones dice (0-9): represents the value in the one’s place
To Play:

Roll the dice to create a number.

Factor the number using a Ladder and write the prime factorization of the number, using exponents when appropriate. Stop
factoring with the ladder when you have all primes on the outside of the Ladder.

Add the bases to find the points

Prime numbers are factored as the number to the first power, so the number to factor is the base, which represents the
points. Keep track of your points on the side of the paper.

Use the Ladder to Prime Factor
Examples:
Round 1:
Roll a 60 and a 4
Prime Factor 64
2

64

2

32

2

16

2

8

2

4
2

64 Prime factored is:

2

points

Round 2
Roll a 30 and a 4
Factor 34
2

34
17

34 prime factored is

Points are 2+17
19 points

Prime-Factorization Race, N.Paulson 2007

FINITE FACTORS
Skill: Factoring a number
Goal: After 4 Rounds, to be
the player with to roll the
greatest number of factors.
Players: Either whole class or
2 players vs. 2 players.
Equipment:




Target #

Name: ________________
Factor with the
Ladder and find
factors of the target
number

Find factors of the
Target number by
using the prime
factors to identify
factors.

Use this
space
to add
up
score

decade die (00-90) tens place.
00=re-roll
10-sided die (0-9) ones place
A 30 sided die

To Play:
1. Roll the Decade Die and the
10-sided die to generate a
target number.
2. Re-roll a Prime number.
Use your number line to
identify prime numbers.
3. Use the Ladder Method to
find the Factors of the
Target Number.
4. Write the factors into the
boxes. A player may write
all of the factors, or just a
select few. A player may
also write a 1.
5. Each player takes turns
rolling the 30-sided die to
generate a factor. If the
number rolled on the 30sided die is a factor, the
player circles that factor
and earns the value of the
factor as points.
6. If a player has rolls a
number and does not have
that number as a factor,
then the player has to cross
off the factor.
7. Add up all points at the end
of each round. Each target
number is a different round.
On the back of this game sheet, evaluate is this game. Is it fair, or not fair? How did you decide
which factors to use? What is the best target number that you could get?
N.Paulson, 2007

Name: _______________________________________ Period: ___________

“Distributive Property Throw-Down”
Concept: Factoring using the distributive property and the Identity Property.
Goal: To have the most points after playing 10 rounds
Teams: 2 players vs. 2 players
Materials:

Decade die (00-90): represents the coefficient of x

20 sided die (1-20): represents the constant
To Play:

Roll the dice to create an expression. Use the constant expression of:
________x + _________

Factor the expression and write it on the other side of an equation
Example: Roll a 30 and a 14
2
30x + 14
= 2(15x + 7)
Use the Ladder to factor
15x + 7
Points scored are equal to the value of the greatest common factor, the factor outside of the parenthesis. In this example points are 2.
Keep a running total of your points.

**Identity Property Bonus ** If the greatest common factor is a 1, the player must write “Identity Property”, then roll
the decade die. Take the value shown on the decade die as points.
Example: after factoring
Write “Identity Property”
Roll an 80 on the decade die, earn 80 points for that round.

Play Rounds 1 -10 here and show factoring work:

1

10x + 13

= 1(10x + 13)
Identity Property

10x + 13

Points Tallied here

Pre-Algebra DPTD, N. Paulson, 2008

Name: _______________________________________ Period: ___________

“Algebra Distributive Property Throw-Down”
Concept: Factoring using the distributive property and the Identity Property.
Goal: To have the most points after playing 10 rounds
Teams: 2 players vs. 2 players
Materials:

Decade die (00-90): represents the coefficient of x

20 sided die (1-20): represents the coefficient of y
To Play:

Roll the dice to create an expression. Use the constant expression of: ______x + _______y

Factor the expression and write it on the other side of an equation
Example: Roll a 30 and a 14
2
30x + 14y
= 2(15x + 7y)
Use the Ladder to Factor
15x + 7y
Points scored are equal to the value of the greatest common factor, the factor outside of the parenthesis. In this example points are 2.
Keep a running total of your points.

**Identity Property Bonus ** If the greatest common factor is a 1, the player must write “Identity Property”, then roll
the decade die. Take the value shown on the decade die as points.
Example:
Write “Identity Property” Roll an 80 on the 20-sided die, earn 80 points for that
round.

Play Rounds 1 -10 here and show factoring work:

1

10x + 13y

=

1(10x + 13y)
Identity Property

10x + 13y

Points Tallied here

Algebra DPTD, N. Paulson, 2008

Name: _______________________________________ Period: ___________

Factored Polynomial Throw-Down!
Concept: Factoring using the distributive property. Factor the trinomial expression:
Goal: To have the most points after playing 10 rounds
Teams: 2 players vs. 2 players
Materials:
 Decade die (00-90): represents A
 20 sided die (1-20): represents B
 Integer die represents C

Ax2  Bx  C

To Play:



Roll the dice to create an expression.
Factor the expression

Use the constant expression of:

Ax2  Bx  C

Example: Roll a 30 , an x 2 , a 14, and a 2
Expression to Factor is :

30 x2  14 x  2

Use a Ladder to factor

2 30 x  14 x  2 = 2(15 x  7 x  1)
2

2

15x2  7 x  1
Points scored are equal to the value of

(A·C) after the polynomial is factored.

In this example points are (15·2) for 30 points.
Keep a running total of your points.

Play Rounds 1 -10 here and show factoring work (use the back side if
necessary):

Points Tallied here

Algebra DPTD, N. Paulson, 2008

Xtreme Math Games

Name:

Recording Sheet
Date:

Concept: Multiply Double Digits, Using an Area Model
to illustrate the Distributive Property
Period:
Dice Used:

A Decade die (00-90) and a 10 sided die (0-9).
Example: Roll Dice….

Directions:

Roll the dice twice to generate the two factors. Multiply
using the area model. Sum the partial products.































First roll is a 40 and an 8
Second Roll is a 60 and a 4

Math problem to solve:

48  64



40

+8

60 2400 480
+ 4 160

32

32
160
480
2400
3072

Multiply Double Digits, XMG Recording Sheet 2006©

Here are some of Nancy’s favorite resources:
http://xtrememath.com/

Check out this site for student work shown in today’s workshop. One of the best things about the eXtreme Math Games,
is that the teacher can easily meet the needs of all students. It is easy to differentiate instruction.

http://creativemathematics.com/

Many more number line and factoring activities from Kim Sutton. Check out the Number Line
Workbook

http://coolmath.com/

Coolmath.com - An amusement park of math and more... designed for fun! Bored with math? Confused by
math?
Hate math? Yeah, Coolmath can fix that. Totally dig math? Want to learn more math? Want to get ahead in
math?
Yep, Coolmath is here for that too! This is a great site for students to use as a resource. I often take students
to the computer lab with an assignment which requires them to work through a couple of sessions. You will also find
valuable math games.

http://www.mathprojects.com/

The Math Projects Journal is an international publication offering innovative math lessons, discussions of relevant topics,
and contributions from teachers from around the world. From 1997-2003, MPJ published its lessons and articles in a
hardcopy, bimonthly newsletter. Those lessons have now been compiled in a spiral-bound book, MPJ’s Ultimate Math
Lessons. You will also find many free lesson plans. Chris Shore is the author. Check out the Wallflowers activity for
teaching integers.

http://tttpress.com/

Teacher to Teacher Press produces mathematics curriculum written BY teachers TO teachers and FOR students. These
are Brad Fulton and Bill Lombard activities. Look for the "The Power of X." Download it by selecting the "Workshops and
Conferences" tab and then selecting "Download Conference Materials." The handout is available under the "Conference
Materials Archives" section. Email Nancy for a Power Point project for how to do “X” problems.

http://www.boxcarsandoneeyedjacks.com/

This is a great source for a variety of math games. You don’t have to reinvent the wheel.

http://mitest.com/

Visit this site for a free online multiple intelligence test for you and/or your students.

Did you like what you heard and saw today? Let me tailor a Staff Development at your
school or district, focusing on concepts that you determine.
I have 10 years of consulting experience at the upper elementary to middle school
levels in all areas of mathematics.

Contact me at: Nancy.Paulson07@gmail.com
To discuss options.

